TABLEAU SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES

Transform your business into
a data-driven organization.
Tableau transforms the way people use data to solve
problems. As a Gold Partner, we support Tableau users
across the globe with superior product know-how,
informative training, and optimized data environments
that drive real business value.

•
•

250+ customers helped and counting...

Why CoEnterprise?

•

All of our Tableau certified practice leaders are also
business experts with decades of practical handson experience at industry-leading consulting firms.
Our unique blend of analytics strength, business
intuition, and problem-solving enable us to cut
through the noise and focus on delivering Tableau
solutions custom tailored to your business needs.

Tableau Services & Training Partner of
the Year (multi-year recipient)

•

Tableau Rookie Partner of the Year

Here’s how we can help you…

A Proven Methodology &
Strategy for Maximum ROI
Many solution providers can show you how to
optimize your data, but often cannot help when it
comes to delivering business value. Our delivery
framework aligns with Tableau Blueprint’s
step-by-step guidelines and will help you develop
a data-driven culture of self-sufficiency so
you can maximize user adoption and ensure
long-term success.

Thousands of custom visualizations
implemented

Salesforce Integration for
Actionable Data Insights
Our Tableau experts go above and beyond simply
embedding Tableau content into your Salesforce
environment—we fully integrate the power of
Salesforce directly within your Tableau dashboard.
This allows you to view, interact, update, and act
upon your data to answer business questions,
predict time to close for key opportunities, and
make better-informed decisions, all powered by
Tableau CRM (formerly Einstein AI).

Dedicated Tableau
Server Hosting
Our fully customizable Tableau hosting service
provides you with real-time monitoring, enhanced
performance, boosted security, and better control
and flexibility—empowering you to get the most out
of your Tableau solution without the overhead or
headache of maintaining costly equipment.

Adoption & Comprehensive User
Training to Drive Self-Sufficiency

We Know Analytics...

140K+

100+

350+

consulting hours
delivered annually

full-time, onshore
consultants

full-time offshore
consultants

Guided Dashboarding, Report
Migration, and Server Architecture
We can guide your teams through best practices and
develop custom visualizations in dashboards to drive
your success—or help you migrate from a legacy BI
tool to Tableau. We can also deploy, monitor, and
maintain your Tableau server environment and work
with you to identify strengths, areas for improvement,
and recommendations on changes moving forward.

Tableau Assurance &
Managed Services
Our industry-leading Tableau Assurance plans are
designed to be flexible, cost effective, and scalable to
support your business needs—while ensuring your
environment is stable and available. Our analytics
managed services were created to empower you to
lower operating costs, reduce time to implementation,
and allow for scaling while enhancing security.
Managed services include:
Collection & Preparation

Management

Integration

Visualization & Insights

Modeling & Analysis

Embedded Analytics

Ready to Take the Next Step?
Contact us to schedule a consultation and learn
how we can help with your analytics project today.
Visit www.coenterprise.com for more information.

Our onsite training is led by certified Tableau experts,
educating your team on best practices taught by
the industry’s finest. From Tableau fundamentals
to advanced topics, each session is customized
and tailored to your data, preparing your team to
maximize adoption and conquer any data challenge.

Don’t take our word for it,
see the results for yourself...

Implemented and hosted
Tableau on AWS for 1500
users & 500+ reports

15,000+ report
migrations, 23 people
in 24 months

Migrated a global
Tableau deployment
to AWS; 10,000 users
and 2,000 reports

6,250 partner migrations,
15 people in 14 months

CoEnterprise is a transformative, problem-solving
enterprise software and services company.
Founded in 2010, we are recognized as a leader
in the supply chain and business analytics space,
delivering innovative solutions and services that
empower people with the resources to analyze their
data to make faster, smarter decisions.

